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Editorial

1972 is the 50th anniversary of Temple
Newsam going public; fifty glorious years
or perhaps not quite for it was not until the
house came of age that it really began to
flourish. The turning point was not a matter
of time but of circumstance, for it was the
war which really determined Temple Newsam's future. The pictures from the Art
Gallery were brought to the house for their
own safety and also to release space at the
city centre for purposes which seemed then
to be of overriding importance in war time.
This was the proverbial shot in the arm.
The pictures, many of which had no
previous acquaintance with great country
houses, blossomed like other evacuees and
the house in its rural surroundings became
a solace to those who suffered all manner of
war weariness. After the war came the
problem of reinstating the Art Gallery and
denuding Temple Newsam of some of its
most illustrious tenants. Almost miraculously the house did not really seem to
suffer much, for by this time it had found
itself, so to speak, and its future role seemed
clear. One need only add to this short
reminiscence that for the last quarter of a
century Temple Newsam has become, to an
ever-increasing number of visitors from all
countries and at all levels of interest, one of
the great museum experiences of Europe.
Anniversaries
are all very well. They
don't mean very much on an intellectual
level and some of us prefer to ignore them.
But human nature must be allowed for and
one of its least lethal propensities is to give
significance to units of time perhaps
because time is the one universal fact of life
over which no man has any control.
Be this as it may, it seemed a good idea to
make the most of 1972 at Temple Newsam.
With any luck the house will be back to
normal, heating engineers and fire pre-

cautioners should all have left and the
west staircase and the two north-west rooms
should be resplendent in their new guises.
There is a full programme for the summer
season in the Stable Court Galleries. It starts
appropriately enough with an exhibition
the theme of which is to be the art treasures
which graced the house during its private
life. This could not have been contemplated
without the practical help as well as the
blessing of Lord Halifax who holds all the
keys. The season ends with a major
exhibition of the work of Joseph Gott, the
Leeds sculptor, who has not yet received the
attention he deserves. This has been timed
to coincide with the Council of Europe's
exhibition in London The Age of 4'eo-

It will indeed be one aspect of
contribution
to this important
'happening'n
the world of art. More
provincial aid for the capital will take the
form of sculpture, pictures and silver from
the Art Gallery, Temple Newsam and
Lotherton lent to the London exhibition.
More specifically connected with anniversary celebrations is the proposed Son et
Lumiere presentation at Temple Newsam
to be put on every evening except Sundays
from the beginning of July to the end of
September. It does not need much imagination to believe that the house is perfectly
suited to this sort of spectacular and we are
assured that this is the case by the
all the multitudinous
professions, trades
and activities which eventually produce
the public performance.
The fact that the Leeds Musical Festival
has been put forward from 1973 to 1972
provides an excuse for celebrating another
anniversary during this important year.
Agnes and Norman Lupton died within a
few years of each other and their bequest
came to Leeds in 1952/3. For twenty years
Classicism.

Leeds's

'experts'n

natives and visitors have been able to
enjoy, albeit a few at a time in the interests
of conservation, some of the most beautiful
watercolours in any public collection. In
thinking out an exhibition for the Art
Gallery with which to support the Festival
an ideal solution seemed to be to put on
show together all the finest watercolours
and drawings in the Lupton collection
supported by a worthy catalogue. What
better way could there be of combining an
anniversary tribute to two great benefactors
with a display for Festival patrons of some
of Leeds's best loved art treasures.
Among the recent acquisitions is a very
large, single figure composition of St. james
the Greater by Carlo Maratta. We have long
wanted to represent this important 17th
century Roman painter in the collection
and St. James shows off Maratta's powers
admirably. Basically in very good state, it
was thought wise to re-line and restore the
1.

Landscape in Wales by Philip

(1740—1812), Signed
Canvas, 22$ x 30in.

and

James de Loutherbourg
Dated r785, Oil on

picture before bringing it to Leeds and this
has added considerably to its impressiveness. St. James has a very good provenance
too; he was painted for a member of the
illustrious Barberini family in the 1660's
and appears in the inventory of goods and
chattels prepared in 1671 after the death of
Cardinal Antonio Barberini; the picture
then passed by descent until the family sold
it recently. In its scale and manner the
painting is essentially a gallery piece and
makes a good companion for some of the
fine late Italian pictures in the collection
already, notably Guido Reni's St. john the
Baptist another splendidly baroque single
figure design. The Maratta, simply complimented by its original gold and silver
frame, was bought with the aid of a 50%
government grant-in-aid.
In terms of size, at the other end of the
scale, comes the new de Loutherburg.
Called Landscape in Wales this picture has
all the charm of colour and delight in
detail of which the painter was capable.
It is an outstanding little picture by a late

18th century master of landscape who until
now was represented
by a watercolour
only in the Lupton collection. It came to
us, incidentally, on very favourable terms
indeed
shared of course by the vendor
as heavy estate duty was not payable on it.
This was because it was bought by a public
art gallery. It is a pity more people don'
make use of the existing tax laws when they
want to sell.
Peter Turnerelli, the sculptor, ingeniously
altered his name so that it sounded familiar
yet excitingly foreign, almost claiming
kinship with a famous native painter, but
at the same time making sure that the
artistic advantages of Italian descent were
not missed. All very easy when your father'
name was Tognarelli. Peter was born in
1774 and died in 1839 and he taught Queen
Charlotte and the princesses. This royal
connection led to a number of important
commissions, the Jubilee bust of George I II,
done in 1810, among them. He had a
predilection for putting his sitters in contemporary dress rather than in pseudo-

classical disguise and in 1818 produced a
beautifully detailed, smaller than life-size,
white marble bust of the queen. The
sculptor made no attempt to hide the fact
that she was an old lady by this time and the
care with which her features and clothing
are cut adds up to the delightf'ully real
portrait now at Temple Newsam. Here she
keeps suitable company with the Chelsea
porcelain bust of George II and, interestingly enough, two little terra-cotta busts of
herself and her husband which must date
from soon after their Coronation.
We have also acquired a new member of
staB since the last issue of the Calendar. He
is Jacob Simon who came on November 1st
as trainee assistant-keeper and we hope that
his sojourn with us will be happy and
successful. He replaces Richard Fawcett
who left after his two year term was up to
return to his university to read for a higher
degree. He did excellent work in Leeds and
is greatly missed on a personal level too; it is
much to be hoped that he will take up
museum work again in due course.

Newly discovered Chippendale
drawings relating to Harewood

A glance at Peter Ward-Jackson's
Furniture

Designs

of
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English

that the names of architects and other
those of cabinetdesigners outnumber
makers and carvers by approximately two
to one. In an era when architects laid stress
on the unity of a house, its furnishing, and
its setting, it is no surprise to see architects
trying to control the design of the furniture
that might be placed in the rooms they had
designed. In reply the more astute furnituremakers such as Chippendale, pointed out
that the well-trained cabinet-maker would
have carefully studied the rules of architecture and perspective, since these were
'the very Soul and Basis of his Art'.s
Few English architects before William
Kent seem to have shown much concern
for furniture design, a situation that had
quite changed by the early 1760's when
Robert Adam had begun work at Nostell,
Harewood, and Mersham le Hatch, all
houses that were to be f'urnished
by
Chippendale from his own designs. Among
Chippendale's other architect rivals were
Sir William Chambers
(at Melbourne
House, London) and James Wyatt (at
Burton Constable). It is noteworthy that
none of the pier glasses Adam designed for
Harewood were put in hand, nor were those
of Wyatt for Burton Constable,s even though
the latter had got as far as supplying the
French mirror plates. The third member of
this formidable trio, Chambers, complained
to his patron4 that he was not consulted, and
he tried to trap Chippendale by suggesting
that the cabinet-maker be ordered to show
him the drawings at large, he, Chambers,
in
being 'a Very pretty Connoisseur
furniture'nd that the small drawings so
Century'hows

far submitted were too small to judge by.
Five of the drawings at Harewood are just
such drawings at large,'Figs. 4—
6, 8, 9) the
other two being highly finished small drawings (Figs. 2, 10) no doubt similar to those
Chambers thought could be 'improved a
little'. The architects were in a strong
position because of their frequent contact
with these patrons. They charged fees for
their designss
charges that could be substantial for a house such as Harewood, and
they did not hesitate to act as middlemen
f'r, or to become shareholders of, firms
supplying highly expensive materials such
as large mirror plates.
By the later 1750's Chippendale had
realised that the Rococo style was waning,
and that the new 'neo-classical'tyle would
incorporate motifs derived from 'the Antique". He also knew that many wealthy
patrons had a preference for furniture in
the French taste. The more radical designs
in the new style were distinctly rectilinear,
but Chippendale managed to steer a middle
course by combining elements of both
the flowing lines of the Rococo,
styles
overlaid by a series of'well chosen motifs
which, because he lacked
the advantages of the 'Grand Tour', he
derived from engravings. In such circumstances, Chippendale showed considerable
boldness by competing with architects.
This is not the place to rehearse the many
arguments for and against Chippendale's
status as a designer. The evidence has been
P.
well set out by R. W. Symonds'nd
th'e latter concluding that
Ward-Jackson
'emerges as a gifted and
Chippendale
original designer instead of the unscrupulous
exploiter of other men's ideas, which has

—

of'Antique'rigin
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1. Drawing for a
Metropolitan

looking glass bp Thomas
Museum, Xew Tork.

Chippendale.

been the part assigned to him by most
modern authorities'. Neither Symonds nor
Ward-Jackson were aware of the existence
of drawings attributable to Chippendale
at Nostell,'urton
Constable and Harewood, discoveries that reinforce WardJackson's view. On the other hand Symonds
'must
has suggested" that Chippendale
have'mployed a furniture designer and
ornamentalist in his drawing-office. If that
is so, then the younger Thomas Chippen-

2.

for a looking glass (damaged) at
Harewood
House, 2'orkshire, probablj
Thomas
bp
Chippendale, ht. 57in.
Curved and gilt frame

dale would seem to be a likely candidate, at
least during his father's last years, though
the latter's well known letter of 19th July
1767 to Sir Rowland Winn of Nostell's
states that he went to York to do the designs
necessary for Harewood 'but before I
Cou'd get all don I was taken Very ill of a
Quinsey in my throat', a good enough
reason for delaying a visit to Nostell. In
1767, therefore the cabinet-maker was still
his own designer. He seemed to choose a

somewhat limited vocabulary of decorative
motifs, though he took care not to repeat
any particular combination.
The lack of signatures on any of the
drawings for Nostell, Burton Constable and
Harewood is in contrast to the series he
prepared for the various editions of the
'Director', but, for the latter he had to
comply with the terms of the Copyright
Act and the drawings were signed 'T.
Chippendale invt et delin', accordingly.
On the other hand, he evidently thought it
pointless to sign the drawings ordered by
his clients
the attitude of a craftsman
rather than an artist, as is the occasional
inclusion of constructional details which
are matters of importance to the craftsmen
but less so to the architect as furniture
designer.
At the time of his visit to Harewood in
the summer of 1767 much of Adam'
internal stucco decoration had been completed, and so that from this Chippendale
was able to select and adapt suitable motifs
for inclusion among his own designs. If
Adam had derived his Hall frieze design
from an engraving by G. B. Piranesi, so, in
turn, Chippendale took from Adam the
patera motif upon which he based the back
of the Hall chairs. Similar parallels can be
found elsewhere at Harewood, including
the fluted patera end panels of the garden
bench (Figs. 3 and 6). This feeling for
architectural congruence Chippendale extended to the choice of symbols appropriate
to the use of the room concerned, a tendency
shown by the plates of the 'Director's and
by the fact that he was listed among the
Richardson's
Subscribers
to George
'Iconology'4, (the first volume of which did
not appear until 1778—79).
Hence, in the drawing for a console table
and mirror for the Dining Room Chippendale used Bacchic satyrs and goats heads
in prominent positions, motifs he repeated
on the famous suite of side-tables, pedestals,
and wine cooler for the same room.
In all, seven drawings related to extant
furniture at Harewood have been traced,
(a matter of considerable interest in itself)
and most of the items are mentioned in an
inventory of the house drawn up in 1801'
Unfortunately, unless the missing portion
of Chippendale's Harewood account comes

to light, there can be no certainty that any
f'urniture was supplied by the firm,
but a comparison with his fully documented
pieces, and with other drawings reasonably
makes his
attributable
to Chippendale,
authorship of Figs. 2, 3, 7 virtually certain.
Thus certain motifs constantly recur in his
work; an angular scroll (here seen terminating as arm supports and at the base of the
mirror in Fig. 5), a fluted patera, fluted
term legs ending in spade feet, and the use
of leafy finials over the vertical members of a
chair back can all be found in the 'Director's
well as on six other drawings attributed to
the cabinet-maker that are now among the
collections at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, and in the Metropolitan Museum
in New York. The motif is repeated on the
Harewood hall chairs, on the library chairs
at Nostell, and on a similar set once at
Brocket'4. (It was to the owner of the latter,
that Chambers addressed the letter quoted
above). The fluted patera, a Chippendale
variant of'the much more frequent type that
resembles an opened fan, can be seen on the
Harewood Library table, and upon several
other inlaid pieces still in the Harewood
collection, as well as on a rosewood dressing
table made for Burton Constable in 1772.
The device, with either the smaller circles
or the corner pieces (as in Fig. 6) is to be
found among the Adam stuccowork at
Harewood, and it is no surprise to see
Chippendale's
adaptation of this architectural ornament 1'r his garden bench.
Neither of these notifs seems to have found
much favour with one of Chippendale's
major competitors John Linnell, though
the latter occasionally used the leaf'y finial,
and the fluted term leg".

of'he

In comparison with his 1762 designs for
garden seats, that for Harewood is markedly
neo-classical and its rectilinear lines give a
hint both of the cast iron garden seats of'the
mid-Victorian era and of the wrought iron
balcony fronts popular in mid and later
eighteenth century France' Such balconies
were less usual in England though Adam'
(of 1775) for the Theatre Royal, Drury
Lane, repeats the patera and openwork
fluting panels of the Harewood drawing'
the
Because of an error of draughtsmanship
front elevation of the bench is shown without
arms, and without the offset pairs of front

and back legs that were inevitable in seats
where the front was noticeably wider than
the back. Rather than redraw this full-size
sketch, Chippendale omitted the rear legs
and showed the arm detail on a separate
end elevation. The drawing bears the
inscriptions 'this'cross the top left hand
corner of'the patera panel and 'plain'cross
the leaf'y finial and the scroll end of the top
rail, and both these annotations
were
adhered to. The bench has survived in
remarkably good condition, and can now
be seen in an alcove by the cascade (2aThe

only published ref'erence to garden seats is
that of a bill of'John Walker of Harewood
who in 1771 charged
3.5.0 for '2 Ornamental Garden Chairs', but this could refer
not only to that of'Fig. 3 but to others such
as that still in situ in another alcove that
f'aces the southern arm of'he lake, or
indeed to yet others now destroyed).

$

3.

tiarden seat at Hareutood

House,e, paint
ain e d

',

ine, tg.. Itoin.

4.

Draroing at large for
the back of a garden
seat at Haretoood
House, attributed to
Thomas Chippendale.

5. Drawing at

large showing the side

brown crayon, dz

x zyin.

vievv

of a garden

seat at Harewood House, attributed to Thomas Chippendale,

pencil and

6.

Draun'ng at large showing a back panel
and brown crayon, 5o x d5in .

of the

garden seat at Harewood House, attributed

to Thomas Chippendale,

pencil

The sketches for the pillar and claw
tea-table bear no resemblance to anything
published in the Director. The pillar takes
the architectural form of a baluster with a
correctly moulded cap and base. The lower
part of'the shaft has carved reeding. Such a

baluster (especially with the additional
carving shown in Fig. 7) closely resembles
those advocated for use in conjunction with
the Composite Order. ( The type was
illustrated by Neufforge in Vol. 8 of his
Rectteil, cah 95 pl. 6 pub. 1768 where

7. Mahogany

tea table
toith tip-up top at
Hareu ood House,
Probablp by 7 homas
Chippendale, ht. zrtin .

4e

4F
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however the cap is also decorated.) The
visible part of the plinth is boldly fluted
between the curving legs that end in an
upturned scroll. The smaller sketches show
details such as the decoration of the top
surface of the leg and neo-classical alternative patterns for the vertical surface of the
claw. Three large mahogany tea-tables, as
they were called in the 1801 inventory,

8.

were based upon these drawings. One,
much the best, is now in the Saloon, another
is in the 1'ormer Steward's Room and the
third is as yet untraced, though there is a
photograph of it at the Victoria and Albert
Museum. The one in the Steward's Room
reproduces the shaft as in the drawing, but
the legs end in lion's paws. In all cases the
tops are circular.

Drawing at large showing the leg of a triPod tea-table, attributed to Thomas ChiPPendale, ink and brown crayon,

13

t5 X groin.

9.

Drawing at large for the tripod support
30 X 26tn .

of a

tea table, attributed

to Thomas

Chippendale,

pen, pencil and brown cra3on,

IO. Drawing at large

for a staircase light, attributed

to Thomas Chippendale,

pen, brown and white chalk, yy

x z8in.

The remaining

tables at Harewood24. (It is supplemented
by a mid-nineteenth century sketch for the
mirror alone, inscribed 'Two looking glasses
and Frames removed from the Dining room
Harewood House Scale i>in to a foot', and
with a monogram that recurs on other
contemporary drawings25.) All three writers
draw attention to minor changes of detail
such as the exchange of the satyrs marks for
the goats heads of the tables as executed,
but none have made a strong attribution of
the drawing to Chippendale in part perhaps
because the earlier writers did not know
that both the mirrors and the console tables
still survived.
Mr. Musgrave correctly
detected a French influence'6, and mentioned the work of Neufforge, whose engravings show the architectural importance
of pier and chimney glasses2'. Chippendale's
Harewood account mentions that the mirror
frames in the State Dressing room had been
made with 'large'nd 'very large'ntique
ornaments, perhaps to counterbalance the
masses of silk drapery hung from the
adjacent window pelmets. The drawing
reveals that much of the original rich
carving particularly that beneath the table
frames is now missing. It was perhaps broken
off and not replaced during the dismantling
of the 1840's. At first glance, the design
resembles those of Adam for Sir Laurence
Dundas
(1765) and for the Earl of
Shelburne
(1768)2s, but Adam usually
interposed a narrow strip of wall surface,
suitably ornamented, between the mirror
and the table top, in order to avoid the
impression that the table bore the weight
of the mirror. Similarly he would never have
countenanced
such a massively crested
mirror above a table with so weak a form.
Indeed if a comparison were sought
between the neo-classical furniture
of
and Adam, it would be
Chippendale
between their treatment of the same basic
vocabulary of ornament. The cabinetmaker found synthesis a difficult process,
while Adam did not

full-size drawing is for a
lamp bracket intended for the staircase. It
is shown as if fixed to the handrail, presumably of'he half'anding. The design
was probably discarded in I'avour of that
supplied by Chippendale for screwing on to
the wall". Both brackets would have
supported a lamp frame here shown in
outline only. The lamp frames supplied,
were much richer, and were thus in closer
accord with the designin Fig. 10.The ogival
bracket is sheathed in acanthus leaves,
enlivened by sprouting leaves and small
scrolls (cf. the very similar scrollwork
flanking the urns on the doors of the Harewood Library table) the whole design being
a competent essay in the Adam manner.
The other drawings relating to furniture
at Harewood are now to be found in public
collections. That f'r the mirror and table'
is in the Victoria and Albert Museum, that
of Fig. 1 is in the Metropolitan Museum in
New York.
The New York drawing shows a mirror
plate framed in an inner oval of gadrooning
enclosed by twining palm branches. The
design is one of a series attributable
to
in which he discards the
Chippendale,
fussier contrasting Rococo C-scrolls, first
for palm branches, then for a fluted inner
oval decorated with acanthus leaves and
chains ofhusks. The existence of this series of
transitional designs suggests that Fig. 2
was a shop product, rather than one
specially made for Lascelles himself though
of course a copy could have been sent to
Harewood for his patron's approval. The
mirror frame itself was removed from the
state rooms many years ago, (perhaps
during Barry's mid-nineteenth
century
alterations) and was rediscovered by the

author.
The pier table and mirror drawing is
much the most highly finished and is no
doubt of the type referred to by Sir William
Chambers. The design has been published
before, and critics have noted the resemblance between it, and the pair of console

IVAN HALL
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House', Furniture History, 1965, p. 36.
Neufforge, op, cit., Vol. 8, cah. 95, pl. 6.
G. Beard, (ed), 'The Harewood Chippendale
Accounts 1772—7', Furniture History, Vol. IV, p. 74.
(1774, Aug. 26).
P. Ward-Jackson, op. cit., pl. 265 (E. 1740—1912).
P. Ward-Jackson, op. cit., pl. 265 and p. 61.
C. Musgrave, Adam &" Hepplewhite Furniture, 1966,
pls. 110, 111 and p. 202.
in Harewood Papers, Leeds City Archives Dept.
see also A. Stephenson, 'Chippendale Furniture
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Department and members of the Department of
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Albert Museum for their helpful interest during
the preparation of this article. Fig. I is reproduced
by courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of'Art,
New York (Rogers Fund 1920) and I am grateful
to the Earl of Harewood for permission to illustrate
the drawing and I'urniture from his collection.

Italian drawings

The strength

in Leeds

Barocci (c. 1535—1612). 29.25/38 Boy
a Helmet. Black chalk with faint touches
of red on orange-brown spotted paper. 187 x 146
mm. Collector's mark WB B.R. corner. Provenance: William Bateson (Lugt 2604 a, suppl.);
Sydney D. Kitson Bequest 1938.
2. Ottavio Leoni (c. 1578—1630). 576/24 Portrait of an
Ecclesiastic. Black chalk with traces of white on
greyish blue paper. 144 x 108 mm. Verso, faint
traces of a name, now indecipherable. Provenance:
Presented by the Leeds Art Collections Fund 1924.
3. 14/43 Portrait of a Lady. Black chalk with white
heightening on discoloured brownish paper. 214 x
159 mm. Inscr. 36/Genaro and B, centre 1616.
Collectors mark of William Mayor B.R. corner.
The drawing is laid down on matching card;
several worm holes have thus been made good
and missing lines in the drawing have been
inserted. The 36 B.L. is a serial number of Leoni's.

of the Leeds Collection of

1. Federico
Wearing

Drawings lies in the Early English School.
However, other schools are represented
and three Italian drawings are reproduced
here for the first time. Federico Barocci's
Boy Wearing a Helment (Fig. 1), although
unconnected with any known painting,
possesses much of the artist's delicacy of
handling. Barocci was born and worked
most of his life in Urbino, spending just two
short periods in Rome, in the mid 1550's
and again c. 1560.
Ottavio Leoni, son and pupil of Lodovico
Leoni, was born in Rome and spent his life
there, working on many church altarpieces. Apart from these he is best known
today for his many drawings of the nobility.
The two sketches reproduced are typical of
his style: the Portrait of a Lady (Fig. 2) is
sensitively modelled and executed with
some care; the Portrait of an Ecclesiastic
(Fig. 3) is rather more broadly handled and
spontaneous.

Provenance: William Mayor (Lugt 2799l; Herbert
Hepworth Bequest 1943.

ALEXANDER ROBERTSON
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1. Boy Wearing a

Helmet by

Federico Barocci.

2. Portrait'of a Lad~ by Ottavio Leonb
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3. Portrait of an Ecclesiastic by Ottavio Leonb

Aspects of Nineteenth
Sculpture in Leeds
I. The Northern

" 'It looks as though

1. Sir Francis
Chantrey's life-size
marble of Dr. William
Hey, exhibited in Leeds
in 1826. Leeds
Infirmary.

Century

Society Exhibitions

I can count on being a
great success in Saumur', Charles thought,
and he unbuttoned his overcoat, thrust a
hand into his waistcoat, and stood staring
into space like Lord Byron in Chantrey's
statue", wrote Balzac in his novel of

provincial bourgeoise life, Eugenic Grandet .
Completed in 1833, the tale took place in
the decade of 1810, the same decade in
which Francis (later Sir Francis) Chantrey,
1781—1841, Sheffield-born and self-taught,
emerged as one of Europe's great portrait
sculptors. His simple but technically brilliant handling of large areas of marble, his
balanced, informal poses, his ability to
sensitively
portray the successful professional, widely appealed to provincial,
that same class so
middle-class
tastes
lovingly captured by Balzac. It was not
coincidental, therefore, that in 1819, the
citizens of Leeds commissioned Chantrey
to execute a life-size, marble statue of the
Senior-surgeon of Leeds Infirmary, Dr.
William Hey (Fig. 1). The work was
completed by 1826, when it was exhibited
in the premises of The Northern Society for the
Encouragement

of

the Fine Arts.

That this

occured when it did or even
occured at all in Leeds was the result of the
institution of that Society in 1809.
Prior to this date and for well over a
century there had been little noteworthy
English sculpture in the environs of Leeds.
John Nost's fine monument of 1697 at
Whitkirk Church to Edward, 2nd Viscount
Irwin and his wife of Temple Newsamz and
Andrew Carpenter's life-size, marble statue
of Queen Anne, dated 1712, for the Moot
Hall (and now in the Leeds City Art
Gallery) s are isolated examples which had
little local impact. Exceptional works by
remetropolitan
sculptors
outstanding
presented in the West Riding Joseph
Wilton, Joseph Nollekens,John Flaxman
were only to be found further afield4. Native
sculptors, like the Fishers of York, strayed
commission
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no closer than Otley and Harewoods. In
Leeds itself, sculpture, and especially the
church monument,
was uninspired
in
design and meagre in size and cannot be
favourably compared to the contemporary
achievements
of its nearest neighbour,
Yorks. Even the monument
set-up at
Whitkirk in 1810 to Charles, 9th Viscount
Irwin and his wife, solicited no more
enthusiastic
praise than "though very
handsome, scarcely required the hand of
Nollekens"': evidently quality was not
essential; to have successfully commissioned
a celebrated London artist was enough.
Even more symptomatic of this pedestrian
standard was the absence of any significant
examples of English secular sculpture
amongst Leeds collections before 1809 .
The institution of the Northern Society in
that year was the critical moment in this
progress. The subsequent, yearly exhibitions
2. Joseph Gott's

George Banks Seated,

marble, c. 1830, 22 in.
high. Temple Newsam
House.

afforded
both artists and prospective
patrons scrutiny, possibly for the first time,
of the recent productions of distinguished,
even great metropolitan sculptors; morelike
over, young Yorkshire
sculptors,
Edward Law of Sheffield, were given their
first opportunity to show in publica. Leeds
quickly usurped the position held by York
to become the most progressive centre in
The Ridings, perhaps in the North of
for the promotion
England,
of consculpture'
It was not a
temporary
coincidence that Flaxman in 1809, the
year of the Society's first exhibition, and
in 1810, the year in which he first exhibited
there, received two important local commissions: the Monument
to Abraham
Balme for Bradford Cathedral, the model
of which was exhibited in Leeds in 1811,
and the Monument to Captains Walker and
Beckett for Leeds Parish Church, the first

important sculpture in the Town for over a
century". Furthermore, private patronage
was rapidly forming under the aegis of
members of the woollen manufacture, most
notably, Benjamin Gott and his family,
Flaxman and
collectors of Chantrey,
Samuel Joseph and the chief Yorkshire
patrons of the native-born Joseph Gott
(1786—1860) who, after Chantrey, clearly
emerges as the most distinguished Yorkshire
sculptor of the early 19th century. This
early, private patronage of sculpture in
Leeds, and particularly the contributions
of the Gotts, will be the subject of the
second part of this article.
The patrons of the Northern Society,
whose names were first listed in the
exhibition catalogue for 1823 (but of whom
many were probably founders), included
members of the local aristocracy and
gentry, among them Francis Fawkes of
Farnley Hall, the distinguished collector of
J. M. W. Turnert'; but most were local
the male members of the
industrialists:
Benjamin Gott family, George Rawson,
collector of Westmacott Jr., John Bischoff,
an early Leeds promoter of Flaxman,
George Banks, Mayor in 1818 and afterwards patron of Joseph Gott (Fig. 2) and
John Sheepshanks, whose remarkable collection of paintings and drawings was in
1857 to become one of the nuclei of the
South Kensington (later the Victoria and
Albert) Museum collection's. Many of
these men regularly contributed to the
exhibitions and many were, in 1819, to play
decisive parts in the formation of the Leeds

4. Joseph Gott's

Cupid and Psyche, marble,

Armley House, Leeds.

1835—38.

Philosophical and Literary Society; in this
Society was its
respect, the Northern
penultimate stagets.
Exhibitions of the Northern Society were
held yearly from 1809 to 1811 and from
1822 to 1826'4; a number of the exhibits
had previously been shown at the British
Institution and the Royal Academy in
this was normal practice among
London
such provincial societies', and a number of
the works were for sale. By 1825, the Society
3. John Flaxman's

Mercury bringing Pandora lo Epiplaster, exhibited in Leeds in 1810. By permission ot'niversity College, London.
mctheur,

was firmly established: a notice in ?he
Carlisle Patriot of June 25, 1825:
The works of British artists sold out of the
exhibition of the Northern Society... at
Leeds, have been more numerous than
on any former occassion, and exceed...
the amount of some years'ales at the

British Institutionts.
The first exhibition, 1809, contained 208
works (by 1825, this had risen to 413),
including paintings by Benjamin West,
President of the R.A., and several notable
Yorkshiremen:
C. Ibbetson and C. H.
Schwanfelder
(and in subsequent years,
Joseph Rhodes, as well as James Ward,
M. W. Turner, Sir
Henry Raeburn,
Thomas Lawrence, John Martin, Henry
Fuseli, Thomas Girtin and many others).
Eleven of the exhibits were devoted to
sculpture
and were almost exclusively
portraiture: marble busts by Charles Manning and Joseph Lockwood', busts and
waxes by John Henning the elder". The
most memorable
was John Bacon the
younger's bust of'William Markham, Archbishop of York'
This first exhibition,
therefore, was of importance in initiating
the local f'ashion f'r high quality portraiture,
which could be found in profusion in Leeds
after 1820".
The next two exhibitions, 1810 and
1811, included more busts, by William

J.

J.

Fisher, a member of the York family of
sculptors who dominated the monument
trade in The Ridings from the 1760's to the
1840's', but was most significant for the
contributions of John Flaxman, the outstanding, living British sculptor and one of
the greatest of European
neo-classical
artists. Flaxman, whose studio was in
London, was born in York and had worked
for Yorkshire patrons since 1799; by 1810,
he was at the height of his creative powers
(and executing the Nelson Monument for
St. Paul's Cathedral)a'. Apart from the
models for the monuments
to Abraham
Balme" and to Captain Montagu, for
Westminster Abbeys', Flaxman exhibited a
plaster relief of Mercury bringing Pandora to
Epimetheus
(Fig. 3), now at University
College, London2a. It was the first example
of modern sculpture inspired by antiquity
available to the Leeds public. Its success is
evident by the large number of similar
relief's shown in the 1822 exhibition by
John Henning Sr. and his son, Samuel,
based on the metopes and friezes on the
Parthenon, which they had first seen in
London in 1811 in the collection of'ord
Elgin (and which are now in the British
ivluseum)a4. And, almost certainly it was
a. R. O'. Si<ndrr's ef ttaert<ante asleet<, marble, exhibited
in I.rcds in (825 (Courtauld ph<tt<>trraphi.

the recollection of the Mercury which
prompted Benjamin Gott to commission
from Joseph Gott and, indeed, Joseph'
own recollection, for he had been a student
of Flaxman the lunette relief for the
Drawing Room at Armley House depicting
the flight of Cupid and Psyche (Fig. 4), which
was in place by 1838'
The years between 1810 and 1822 were
clearly the high water-mark of neo-classical
sculpture in Leeds and the latter year also
witnessed the exhibition at the Northern
Society of R. D. Chantrell's design for the
Philosophical and Literary Society's new
Hall and the completion of Robert Smirke's
Armley House, for the Gott family, two
distinguished, early neo-classical buildings
in Leeds'4
With Bacon and Flaxman, the most
important sculptors to exhibit during these
years were Samuel Joseph, of whom more
will be said in Part Two, Francis Chantrey
and Robert William Sievier. Sievier, now a
much neglected artist, was a remarkable
person, interested equally in engraving and
applied science and he was also a prolific
portrait sculptor, exhibiting no less than
six busts in 1825s'. But, perhaps his most
interesting contribution was the slightly
under life-size marble of A Bacchante
asleep, which may be associated with the
statue, dated 1824, formerly at Grittleton
House (Fig. 5)". It is indicative of one
aspect of British sculpture in which classical
inspirations9 was combined with a luscious
sentimentality which was essential to the
formation of provincial artistic taste and
which can best be paralleled in the nearly
contemporary poem of Shelley (Plight, 1821)

Senior-surgeon,
only recently deceased,
resulting, on April 7, in Benjamin Gott
moving "that a Monument be erected
Hey's memory"; "It was finally determined
that a marble statue... be executed by
Chantrey... "so. Gott's further involvement
in this commission is confirmed by the
following entry in Chantrey's Register, at the
Royal Academy:
Dr. Hey's Statue. 1820 Rec'd an order
for a Statue of the late Dr. Hey, price
enclusive of every expense 800 0 0.
Benjamin Gott Esq. acting on the name
of the Committee of management~'.
A plaster model was prepared and the
completed statue was delivered on July 13,
1826 and exhibited at the Northern Society
in that yearss.
In both size and pose, although of lesser
quality, the Hcy is closely related to the
statue of the inventor, James Watt, at
which
near Birmingham,
Handsworth
Chantrey was carving between 1820 and
1824ss; a not unrelated association since
Watt had earlier supplied steam engines for
Gott's vast woollen spinning mill, Bean I ng,
and surviving corresalas, demolished,
pondence show the two men to have been
intimate friendss4. The
pose, inspired equally by antique
Roman models and Michelangelo's Lorenzo
and Giuliano in the Medici Chapel at
Florence, was, for its contemporaries,
synonymous with the idea of the heroic and
its recurrence in Leeds, in William Behnes's
less successful Henry Hall, 1852, in the
Infirmaryss and in a number of statues by
Joseph Gott, notably the George Banks
at Temple Newsam, was
Seated (Fig.
due to Chantrey's direct in.luence.
The Northern Society's promotion of
firmly
English sculpture
contemporary
the taste for neo-classicism
established
among Leeds middle-class patronage. It
proved to be a taste which persisted into
and beyond mid-century, in the works of
Joseph Gott, in many church monuments
and municipal statuary, in John Thomas's

to...

—

Watt-Hey-'Byron'ype

2),

When I arose and saw the dawn
I sigh'd for thee;
When light rode high, and the dew was
gone,
And noon lay heavy on flower and tree,
And the weary Day turn'd to her rest
Lingering like an unloved guest,
I sigh'd for thee.

Leeds Patronizing the Arts and Encouraging the
Sciences over the main entrance to the Town

Chantrey had perhaps the greatest and
most lasting impact on Leeds with his
statue of Dr. Hey (Fig. 1). On March 31,
1819, at a public meeting, George Banks
eulogized on the heroic personality of the

Hall and, indeed, in that spectacular
itself.

pile
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Abbreviations: BI (A. Graves, The British Institution
1806—1867, London, 1908), Gunnis (R. Gunnis,
Diclionary of Brilish SculPtors 1660—1851, London, 1953),
LAC (Leeds Arts Calendar), Pevsner, (N. Pevsner, West
Riding of Torkshire, London, 1959), RA (A. Graves,

from 1810 (Liverpool Academy of Arts
150th Anniversary ExhibBion, Liverpool, 1960), of
Carlisle, from 1823 (Cumberland Arhsts 1700—1900,

Liverpool,

The Royal Academy of Arcs A Complete Dictionary of
Contribulors, 8 vols, London, 1905—
6), Whinney, (M.
Whinney, Sculpture in Britain 1530—1830, London,
1964), Whinney-Gunnis, (M. Whinney and R. Gunnis,
The Colleclion of Models by 3ohn Flaxman at University
College London, London, 1967), «(items for sale at the

Northern

Society exhibitions).

1. M. A. Crawford trans, Penguin Books, 1969, p. 78.

analogy since there is no recorded
statue ol'he poet by Chantrey. Balzac may
merely have wished to express in this particular
association of artists the required hyper-romantic
imagery, indeed, as Balzac himself was later to be
immortalized by Rodin.
LAC, No. 40, 1958, pp. 2—
5; No. 50, 1962,
pp. 4 —5. Whinney, pp. 60, 250 n. 63&4.
—
LAC, No. 6, 1948, pp. 13 19. Inscribed on base
Carpenter, Fech London 1712. J. Strut's engraving
in R. Thoresby's Ducatus Leodiensis, London, 1715,
opp. p. 250, bears the inscription Andr. Carpenler
Londini fecih, that is, Andrew Carpenter (167?—
1737) and not Samuel Carpenter (11. 1712—17291
as stated by Gunnis, p. 82.
Gunnis and Pevsner, under index of artists.
Gunnis, pp. 145—
46.
Compare, 1'r instance, plates opposite pp. 29 and
48 in R. Thoresby's Ducatus Leodiensis and the
eighteenth century monuments in Leeds Parish
Church with the illustrations in J. B. Morrell's
Tork Monuments, London, nd.
T. D. Whitaker, Loidks and Elmele, Leeds, 1816,
p. 142.
The Temple Newsam
inventories
for the
eighteenth century, for 1808 and the 1922 Sale
Catalogue record almost no sculpture and none
ol'ny consequence; likewise, I know of no
noteworthy sculpture at Harewood and certainly
none to compare, for instance, to the collections
of'ollekens busts and statues at Wentworth
Woodhouse and Newby Hall ( Whinney, Pls. 118B,
123; Pevsner, pp. 537, 375—6, 411).
Law (1798—1838) exhibited for the first time in
Leeds, 1822: «242 Study of Shakspeare, «243 Study
of Falslag, «244 Study of Caliban (7 gs. each); 1823:
«336 Basso Relievo of Paris and Helen (a cast at 32/6);
1825: 313 Busl of a lady, «344 Medallion Porlra0 of
the late 3ames Wad, Esq. copied from a bust by F. L.
Chantrey, R.A. (the bust was in the possession of
Benjamin Gott), «345 Medallion portrait of Sir
Isaac %craton, «352 Medallion portraB of Shakspeare,
A curious

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

«353 Medallion porcra0 of a gentleman, «359 Buss of
Rev. Thomas Cogerill. (Gunnis, p. 235; B. H.
Hoole, "Edward Law —a Notable She%eld Sculpol'he
Past", She%eld Literary and Philotor
sophical Society paper, Dec. 2, 1919, pp. 7 —12;
"Edward Law, Sculptor, of She%eld
she lace

Transactions

of

the

Hunter

Archaeological

Carlisle City Art Gallery, 1971), of Edinburgh,
from 1826 (W. D. McKay and F. Rinder, The
Royal ScoR'tsh Academy 1826—1916, Glasgow, 1917)
and elsewhere. In many cases, the sculpture
exhibited had previously appeared at the BI or
RA.:the Northern Society Committee, in the
prel'ace to the 1809 exhibition, acknowledged its
"obligations to the President of the Royal
Academy, and the whole body of Artists, who
have given to our undertaking that nourishment
and support which its infantine tenderness required" and the important introduction to the
1822 exhibition was an address from Benjamin

West.

11. The Northern Society exhibition, 1811: I "Instruct
she Ignorance," —a Model for a small Monument
co be
erected al Bradford. Exhibited RA 1810 no. 745
(Graves, III, p. 124); the plaster model is at
University

College, London (Whinney-Gunnis, no.
150), the marble ir. Bradford
Cathedral
Pl. 153B); Flaxman charged
f315 1'r the work (Flaxman's Accounl Book 1808—
1826, p. 6, Columbia University, Special Collection). The Walker-Beckett Monument will be
discussed in Part Two.
12. A large number of Fawkes's Turner watercolours
were exhibited at the Northern Society in 1822,
1823, 1825, 1826; for this patron, see A.J. Finberg,
The Life of
M. W. Turner, R.A., Oxlord, 1961.
13. F. Davis, Victorian Patronsof she Arts, London, 1963,

31, Pl. 6a;

Gunnis, p.
(Whinney,

j

Chap. X.
14. Known exhibition catalogues, in Leeds Reference
Library, are The Exhibilion of she yf'orthern Sociely,
for the Encouragement of the Fine Arls, 1809, 1810,
1811, 1822, 1823; A Catalogue o/'ictures, by the
Ancient Masters, in the Gallery of 7 he yforthern
Society, 1824; A Catalogue o/ the Works of British
Arlists, in lhe Gallery of The northern Society, 1825;
A Catalogue of the Works of Ancient and Modern
Master, in the Gallery of The Its'orthern Society, 1826.
In addition, there was an exhibition in 1828 (see
The Carlisle journal, Sept. 13, 1828) and Hoole
(see n. 9) mentions one in 1830; A Catalogue of
The Works of Brdish Artists, in she Gallery of The
Royal Northern Soriety, 1834, is in the Victoria and
Albert Museum Library. Benjamin Gott Jr.,
writing in 1839 on his tour of London, noted
British Institution and the Polytechnic Institution that they were "something of the same
nature as the Exhibition in Leeds, but much more
extensive" (Eliza Allan's Diary, p. 158, Gott
Papers, Family Records, Box V, Brotherton
Library, University of Leeds).
15. The Carlisle Palriob Aug. 19, 1825: "The Leeds
Exhibition... closes tomorrow. The receipts at
the door amount to $512 5s., the sale of pictures
ot'he

to nearly

16. Manning

$ 1,300.".
—

(1776 1812) exhibited: «177 Bust of
Dr. penner; exhibited RA 1805 no. 723 ("Dr.
Jenner, the celebrated discoverer of vaccine
inoculation" ) and 1809 no. 879 (Graves, V, p. 177;
Gunnis, pp. 251 —2).
Lockwood (1759—1837), twice Mayor of Doncaster, exhibited: «179 Bust (Gunnis, p. 241).
17. Henning (1771 1851) exhibited: «180 Bust of a
Child, «181 Bust of Dr. A. Fergusson, «182 Ditto of
Mrs. Siddons, «183 Digo of Dr. Carlyle, «189 DBeo
of General Vyse, «185 Ditto of Earl of Lauderdale,
«186 DiBo of Walter Scot!, Esq; in addition, 108

Society,

V, 193743, pp. 26—31; W. Odom, Hallamshire
Worlhies, 1926, pp. 216—17).
Joseph Theakston
(1772—1842), York-born,
apprenticed to John Fisher and then assistant to
Bacon and Chantrey (Gunnis, pp. 384—5) also
exhibited in 1822: «224 Bust —The Laughing Girl,
In 1826, one Dunbar, presumably David Dunbar,
exhibited: 258 Bust of Iris (Gunnt's, pp. 133—34).
10. Leeds was not alone in this early promotion of
British art in the provinces; comparable societies
were playing their part in the artistic life of

PorcraB ofa Lady,

t'n

Black Chalk (Gunnis, pp.

IV, pp. 71 —2;
pp. 158—60).
Graves, RA,
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197&;

Royal ScoRish Academy,

18. Bacon (1777—1859) exhibited: u 1 78 Busl of the
lale Archbishop of Tork, exhibited RA 1804 no. 939
(Graves, I, p. 88); the marble bust, 1804, now at
Christ Church, Oxlord; a version, 1813, at
Windsor (Gunnis, p. 29, Pl. I) and u176 Original
Model —Whole-Icnglh of the late Righl Hon. William
Pitt; exhibited RA 1810 no. 861 (Graves, I, p. 88),
the model (Farl ol'ormanton
Coll.) Ibr the
Cambridge statue, 1806 (Gunnis, p. 28).
19. For examples, scc E. Kitson Clark, 7he Hislory of
100 I'can of Life of lhe Leeds PhilosoPhical and
Literary Sociely, Leeds, 1924, p. 58, ill. pp. 11, 13,
14 and S.

T.

Arming,

The General

VIII, p. 123) and 329 Bust of Lord Gigord, Master
of the Rolls.
In 1825, Flaxman exhibited: 328 Charity. —Pari
of a monument erecled lo the memory of the late Countess
Dowager Spencer, exhibited RA 1805 no. 766 and
1818 no. 1089 (Graves, III, p. 124) and at BI 1807
no. 88 (Graves, p. 191; Whinney-Gunnis,
nos.
116—17, Pl. 18), the monument is in Great

Brington Church, Northants.
28. *194 A Bacchnale asleep, in marble

Amidst the shady
leaves overcome by sleep, her tender form
reposed. Anacreon, exhibited
RA 1824 no. 983

(pine)

at

Inf<rmary,

Vol. II, Edinburgh, Fig. 69.
20. Fisher (1777—1815) exhibited: 6 Busl of Mr
Folhergill, of Tork, exhibited RA 1808 no. 866
(Graves, III, p. 118), uBust of the lale Right Hon.
William Pill, u181 Busl of the lale Perigrine Wenlworlh, Esq., exhibited RA 1810 no. 896 (Graves,
III, p. 118), formerly at Wentworth Woodhouse
( Gunni s, p. 146) .
21. Gunnis, pp. 147—51; Whinney, pp. 190—91, Pl. 147
22. 7 Small Sketch of a large Triumphal Monument,
Leeds,

23.

29.

30.

erected in W< rlminster Abbey, al the .Vationa/ ExPense,
lo C aPtatn Monlagu,
who /ell in Ballle when Earl
Howe oblained a dislingutshed
Vi<lory over lhe French
I'lect. june 1<i, 1794.
96 .1lercury bnnging Par<dora lo Ilp<melheus, a Barsv
Reli«o l Hes<od's Ihcorks and Days. /in< 85/. exhibited
RA, 1805 no. 765 (Graves, III, p. 124: ll'hi no< yC'unnts, no. 32, Pl. 5a), the marble, 1805, in the
Glyptotek, Copenhagen; a version in the Royal

Collccti<rn (C"unn<r, p. 149).
exhibit< d: u 209 Panalhenar

24. John Hcnning

31.

32.

P<o

6 bas-relic/<; *210 Battle
o/'entaur< and LaPithae (5 and 6 gs. each), *237
Raphael'.r I artoons (Gunnis, p. 197) . Samuel Hcnning
(d. 1832) exhibited: *236 Intaglio Impressions of ihe
Frieze of lhe West Portico of the Parthenon, exhibited
Bl 1825 no. 412 (Graves, p. 259, Gunnis. p. 198).
John Sr. and his son, John, were to adopt this
sculpture I'or the external decoration ol'he Hyde
Park Corner Screen, 1828, and the Athenaeum
Club, 1830 (Whinney, Pl. 166B).
25 The C upi d and Psyche was carving by late 1835 and
had arrived at Armley by February of 1838.
26. 137 View vf the PhiloroPh<cal and Lilerarr Society'.r
Hall, in Park Row, Leeds, R. D. Chanlrell, Archilecl;
see n. 19 and D. I.instrum, Hisloric Archilecture o/
I.eedr, Newcastle, 1969, p. 31.
27. Sicvier (1794 1865) exhibited: 191 Bust of john
Forrl<r, Esq., 192 hlarble burt o/ jorhua Brooke, Ilsq.
c<urivn /tom

lhe Parlhenon

F.A.S. I'ro/ersor

—

o/ Analomy;

lv be Presented

33.

34.

35.
36.

lo him

193 Bust o/ Admiral S<r jorePh Torke,
A.CB., 195 Marble burl o/'he Earl of Shaflesbury,
exhibited RA 1824 no. 973, a plaster "to be
executed in marbl<" (Grarvs, VII, p. 122b 196
Bust o/'he I.r<rd C,'hancellor, I.ord Eldon, exhibited
RA 1825 no. 1007 (Clrav«r, VII, p. 122), 327 Bust
o/ I.ord R<tlle. exhibited RA 182fi no. 1088 (Clrat,es,
PuPilr,

(Graves, VII, p. 122) and BI 1825 no. 415 (Graves,
p. 491). For a history of Grittleton, Wilts. see
M. Girouard, 7 he Victorian Counlry House, Oxlord,
1971, p. 181.
In this instance, probably by way ol'anova's
Sleeping I<lymph, 1820 (Albrizzi and Cicognara,
The Works of Anlonio Canova, London, 1849,
Vol. III; J. Pope-Hennessy, Catalogue of Italian
Sculpture in the Victorian and Albert Museum, London,
1964, No. 701, Pl. 696).
Hey, Fsq., F.R.S
J. Pearson, The Life of William
London, 1822, pp. 94—9, 103 and 7'e I.eedr
Mercury, April 10, 1819.
p. 125 and "July 13 1826 Executing, packing and
delivering the statue... to Leeds By cash 17
Nov. 1820 400 0 0 31 july 1826 By order dated
29 July payable 31 days after date on Sir Rob.
Glynn & Co. and signed to Beckett $800 00 FC."
88 Slalue of lhe late Wm. Hey, Esq., F.R.S. The
model was damaged and only the head survives,
in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxl'ord (R. L. Poole,
C;atalogue of Portraits in the po< session of The Uni vers <'ty,
Colleges, Cily, and County of Oxford, Oxlbrd, 1912,
Vol. I, p. 212 no. 580). The statue is signed
C'hantrey, SC. and dated 1826 (S. T. Arming, The
General Infirmar at Leeds, Edinburgh, 1966, Vol. I,
Figs. 27, 66, 200. Vol. II, pp. 33, 140—2.)
Vphinney,
p. 122, Pls. 182—83. In Chantrey's
Regisler, the Watt account was recorded opposite
that of'he Hey; in contrast, thc former cost
was to usc an identical pose lbr
$2000. Chantrey
thc statues ol'Robert Dundas, 1824, in Edinburgh
(Whinney, Pl. 180B) and John Dalton, 1837, a
founder-member ol'he b lanchestcr Literary and
Philosophical Society, now in the Town Hall.
Gott Papers, Business Records, Brotherton
Library, University ol'Leeds MS. 193.
Clunni<, p. 46 and S. I'. Arming, Vol. II, Fig. 66
I.AC:, no. 25, 1954, pp. 20-24. Pres< nted by
Mrs. I'.. C. Banks, 1928.

by'is

thc assistance ol'hc Secretary
the Librarian ol'he
Brotherton Library, University ol Leeds. the
Dir«.tors ol'eeds Inlirmary; H< lcn Whybrow,
Mic hael Diamond and Dennis Perriarn arid roost
especially, I>r. Margaret Whinney.
I am gratelul

1'or

of the Royal Academy,
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Three paintings by
Edward Armitage, R.A.

of painting ought to be the school of draw-

Though born in London, Edward Armitage
(1819—1896) came from an old-established
Leeds family whose roots go back to the late
seventeenth century. Through marriage
and business transactions, the family builtup estates in the south and west, from
Hunslet to Bramley, and by 1800 had
moved into Farnley Hall, Leeds. The
Industrial Revolution brought increased
wealth, from mines which were developed
and worked on the Armitage land, thus
gaining financial security for a young man
determined on an artistic career, enabling
him to go to Paris for his early training'.
From 1835 to 1842, Armitage studied at
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts under Paul
Delaroche, a somewhat avid practitioner
of the neo-classical style, but a sound
teacher of the principles of composition and
correct drawing. While a student there, he
was fortunate enough to assist Delaroche
with the decoration in frescoe of the
Hemicycle at the Ecole, practical experience which was to be of great value on his
return to England. At the Paris Salon
he exhibited for thc first time,
showing a painting
entitled Prometheus
Bound, described by a critic as 'well drawn
but brutally energetic'2. The Return o
Ulysses (Fig. I), now in the Leeds collection,
was painted during this period, in 1840,
and retouched in 1853. It is historically the
most interesting of the three, as it embodies
several of Armitage's principles as later
published in the Lectures and is a valuable
document of the artistic thinking of the
period. The careful draughtsmanship
is at
once apparent, proclaiming the painter to
be a student and adherent of that aspect of
the French artistic tradition which favoured
line above colour. He later wrote 'the school

ing in colour's and 'we have our faults, but
history painters do not, as f'ormerly lag
hopelessly behind their colleagues in genre,
portrait, and landscape art. This happy
result is entirely due to old David's system
of teaching: namely, to a diligent study of
the antique, supplemented by a long course
of drawing from nature'4. There was
certainly nothing unique or new in this
approach to art; like many of his contemporaries, Armitage saw Art as operating
within fixed and well-defined boundaries,
with History Painting as its noblest form.
But, what was new was the realism of'he
recreated historical setting, with its correct
furniture and supposedly period costume,
a subject on which Armitage dwelt at
length in his first Lecture. This pursuit of
historical accuracy had been set in motion
as a result of the excavations at Pompeii and
Herculaneum in the eighteenth century;
the whole concept
by the mid-nineteenth,
ofrecreating the past had become somewhat
laboured. In the Ulysses, 'antique'ccessories the Greek pots and the statue
are
placed f'r all to see. Rather than bulging
muscles or gory battle scenes, here was the
modern realism which the historical painter
should aim for; here was originality, truth
and poetry, or so Armitage maintained!
The burning of the Houses of Parliament
in 1834 and the subsequent series of competitions organised to select artists and
designs to decorate the new Palace of
Westminster, might have been, as Benjamin Robert Haydon hoped, the beginning of a new era in Art-State relations. A
new School of British Art, capable
the great decorative traditions
of the past, was to be created. Prince Albert

—

of'842,

f

of'ontinuing
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1. The Relurn of

Ulysses,

1840.

2. Retribution,

1858.

himself was a leading figure in the movement to resurrect in England the lost art of
true frescoe paintings in this medium
were, he considered, 'monumental';
the
frescoes of Michelangelo and Raphael in
particular were held up for emulation.
Armitage, one of the few artists who had
had experience in f'resco painting, won
three prizes for his cartoons, one of which
was Caesar's First Invasion of Britain, now
known only from a lithograph'.
The
drawing appears somewhat reminiscent of
the engraving after Michelangelo's Battle
of Cascina and was, in fact, suspected of
being Delaroche's work. It is eclectic and,
with its writhing
forms and contorted

3.

Amazon, engraving
1 The Art) ournal,

Kiss

after the sculpture

18511.

by August

muscles, hardly in keeping with Armitage's
thoughts on 'modern realism'. During the
1850's, he was working on events from
contemporary
history and had almost
completed a series of canvases depicting
battles in the Crimea War. The crushing of
the Indian Mutiny in 1857, which had
stimulated other artists to commemorate
the event, resulted in Retribution (Fig. 2)',
conceived as a mural decoration and
treated as an allegory rather than as an
eye-witness report. It was visualised in
heroic terms, usingsomewhatcrudeimagery

31

to impart its message: Britannia, girded
with the Royal Motto, prepares to despatch
the rebels, symbolised by the tiger a
somewhat stuffed-looking beast~blivious
of its blood-spattered claws sinking into
Her arm. The modern spectator is underoverawed
standably
by such blatant,
imperialistic fervour, though in The Art
critic of the 1858
gourytal a contemporary
Royal Academy exhibition made no comment on these imperial overtones. In the
painting, there are some sensitively handled
passages, especially in the treatment of the
small child who has just been saved from
slaughter, and even the victims of the
mutiny are shown in a tasteful way Art
need not stoop to portraying massacre too
realistically simply because 'Reason'as
been cast aside. Only the sharply foreshortened baby in the foreground displays
in its features something of the grimace
reminiscent of several subjects by Ford
Madox Brown, once a student in Antwerp
of Baron Wappers, who had researched
into the representation of facial expression.
In the figure of Britannia, there is an
obvious relationship with the statue, Amazon
(Fig. 3), by Professor August Kiss, a copy
of which was shown with considerable
success at the Great Exhibition in 1851 .
Armitage presented Retribution to the Corporation of Leeds in 1858 and it was fitting
1. Papers relating to the rise of'the Armitage family
in Leeds are in the Archives of the Yorkshire
Archaeological Society. I gratefully acknowledge
the Society's permission to consult these papers.
2. 7 he Art journal, 1863, p. 177.
3. Lectures on Painting, London, 1883, p. 115.
4. ibid, p. 89.
5. T. S. R. Boase "The Decoration of the New
Palace of Westminster 1841 —1863", journal of
vol. 17, 1954, reproduced
IFarburg institute,
opposite p. 328 (al.
6. T. S. R. Boase. Painting in England 1800—1870,
Oxfbrd, 1959, p. 291.
7. Thc cartoon for Retribution is produced in Pictures
and Drawings selected from the works of Edwarcl
Armitage. R.A., London, 1898, Plate XIX. It is
dated 1857 and appears to be in black chalk with
white heightening.

that it should have come to the City in that
year, for in August, the Town Council had
resolved to receive works of art for display
in the new Town Hall, shortly to be opened
by the Queens.
Academic honours came fairly late to
Armitage: he was elected A.R.A. in 1867,
R.A. in 1872 and served as Professor and
Lecturer in Painting at the Royal Academy
Schools from 1875 to 1882; during this
for his
period, he became well-known
Biblical subjects, often executed in glowing
colours to counteract the severe drawing.
7he Siren (Cover), dating from these last
years, was shown at the R.A. in 1888. It
marks a departure from his usual work: the
subject is less serious, more playful, there is
more atmosphere and poetic feeling. Armitage was almost at the end ofhis long career.
Yet, historical themes still crowned the
summit
of Art: Leighton and AlmaTadema continued to recreate ancient
Greece and Rome, but it was a more
elegant and sensuous world than Armitage
had portrayed. In 1896, three years after
exhibiting for the last time, he died and his
name gradually sank into obscurity, a
victim of the reversal in taste which
obliterated the reputations of so many of
England's nineteenth century painters.
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON

8.

The Art journal. Catalogue of the Great Exhibition.
1851, p. 37, shows an engraving of the sculpture
which is also seen in the Main Avenue on p. XX.
Armitage exhibited Peace in the Exhibition and
would certainly have known the zinc reproduction
of'mazon. An engraving of Peace is reproduced in
the illustrated l.ondon News, May 31st 1851, p. 478.
A short note on the painting states that it was
executed in "silica colours".

9.

The Leeds Mercury, September 4th 1858, reporting
a meeting of the Town Council of August 30th.
The Illustrated London, News leatured the opening
of the new Leeds Art Gallery in its issue of 27th
October 1888, where in a series of engravings
(p. 478 Fig. no. I ) Retribution can be seen hanging
in the Queens Room.
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